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Hello Anchors, Advisors, Pilots, and Other Friends,

 What a great start for 2016! 

 I had the pleasure of attending several of the District Anchor Conventions
 over the past few weeks and I would just like to say seeing what Anchors
 can achieve when they work together was awe inspiring. It has changed
 my perspective on what Anchor is and what we can accomplish if we
 work together.

 Anchors and Advisors- Thank you for sharing your Anchor Club's
 pictures and activities with us at Anchor HQ. We love learning about and
 sharing your Anchor experiences with the Anchor community. Remember,
 we're always here to help your Anchor Club #BeMore! 

 Pilots- Thank you for your continued support of Anchors, Advisers and
 Anchor Clubs around the world! This year, we've already processed
 charters for new, Pilot-sponsored Anchor Clubs, and hope to continue this
 exciting trend. Your kindness and support is inspiring!

 Have a wonderful month of service and friendship!

 Sincerely,
 -Eric Malmquist, Anchor Specialist
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Anchor Convention Season is in full swing!  Many of the Anchor Districts get together  
once a year for their own leadership conference. This gives Anchors an opportunity to  

meet other Anchors from across the state, learn leadership skills and participate in service  
projects on a scale only possible by working together! 

 Anchors from South Carolina traveled to Walhalla High School to get 
to know each other and spent the day putting together donations for  

homeless youth. Everyone loves crazy socks!



 Georgia District Anchors at Lake Lanier had a jam packed weekend  
including but not limited to: Zumba, self defense classes,  scavenger 
hunt, organizing and boxing over 1,400 books for  children in Africa!



 Florida District went all out this year with an "Under the Big Top"  
themed convention. Pilots and Anchors brought TONS of children's 

books to box up and send for the Zambezi Schoolbook Project and we 
would  be remiss if we did not mention the annual Lip Sync Battle. It 

would  be an understatement to say it was EPIC!

 Don't forget, International Leadership Summit is just a few months away! Getting a
 passport can take several weeks. Download the registration for and keep update by

 visiting the Summit tab on our website!

 Remember to stay connected with Anchor via Facebook, Instagram and Twitter (all social
 media links available below). Email us pictures of your service projects and events to be

 featured in future newsletters! 

GO TO ANCHOR WEBSITE
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